A Lasting IMPRESSION

Harrington Cherry Peppercorn

CELEBRATING

EXPRESSION

A house is more than just a place to keep your belongings. It’s where
you and your family relax, spend quality time and feel at home.
Design your space to reflect your personal style, and function for the way
you live, by choosing products from one of the most extensive cabinetry
offerings around.
Visit our website, use our planning tools and lean on our customer
service team to make this a rewarding experience that will change your
life for the better.
Make your home what you want it to be. KraftMaid, it becomes you.

Cover photo:
Patterson Cherry Vintage Pebble Grey with Coconut Patina & Lincoln Maple Canvas with Cinder Glaze
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BEGIN YOUR

BATH

JOURNEY

STORAGE

Imagine the possibilities. KraftMaid offers
one of the largest cabinetry lines. Browse
through the inspiring photos on the following
pages to discover what connects with you.
Then talk to an experienced designer who can
guide you on your journey toward creating a
new space that truly becomes you.

p

Not sure where to begin? Visit our website, where you’ll
find helpful tools that walk you through every step of
planning your project.

kraftmaid.com/plan

Design Styles

LUXE
Distinct details combined from
many design influences.

TRADITIONAL

TRANSITIONAL

DYNAMIC

Less is more to achieve
this modern look.

CLASSICALLY

|

CONTEMPORARY &

6

A balance of conventional
grace and lived-in comfort.

DESIGN STYLES
Express your style. KraftMaid Cabinetry has a wide range of styles
so you can design a room that reflects your personality and life.
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LIGHT &

NATURAL &

DESIGN STYLES

WARM

TIMELESS

Take the Find Your Style Quiz to easily
sum up your own personal style.

kraftmaid.com/stylequiz

A clean, airy appearance
that never goes out of style.

Down-to-earth style creates
cozy and inviting spaces.

understated elegance, a streamlined appearance and
minimal decorative enhancements. It’s a great look if
you want your space to make a bold statement.

CONTEMPORARY &

in strong lines, symmetry and balance. They feature

DYNAMIC

Less is more. Contemporary designs find beauty
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CONTEMPORARY & DYNAMIC
Kendrick Maple Parchment
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Contemporary & Dynamic
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new finish

Sedona Oak Saddle

e.
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CONTEMPORARY & DYNAMIC

new

Modern Rustic
Rugged metal accents, such as this Vetro Hammered Bronze Door,
create warmth and character in a contemporary design.

Putnam Cherry Cinnamon
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Contemporary & Dynamic

Seamless Integration
KraftMaid offers functional stainless wall hoods that enhance the sleek
lines of a contemporary kitchen.

Avery Cherry Sunset
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Putnam Maple Willow & Putnam Cherry Cinnamon

CONTEMPORARY & DYNAMIC

Garrison Cherry Kaffé

Avery Maple Cardinal

LUXE

TRANSITIONAL

Distinct details. This progressive style is all about combining the
features you like the most from many different design influences.
An unconventional blend of unexpected accents enables you to
create a dramatic space.
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LUXE TRANSITIONAL
Cornell Maple Slate & Contrasting Back Envy with Onyx Glaze

|

Luxe Transitional

2012

16

Sedona Maple Dove White

new
Striking Details
This stunning Radiant Knob captures the look of the
premium glass knob featured in the 2012 House Beautiful
Kitchen of the Year.
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LUXE TRANSITIONAL
Sedona Maple Dove White
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new

Luxe Transitional

Marquette Cherry Square Vintage Willow

Use the free KraftMyStyle™ iPhone® app available
on iTunes to create a style board that you can share
with friends, family and your designer. You can also use
MyStyle Studio online.

Hand-Crafted

kraftmaid.com/mystylestudio

This Sterling Leg gives cabinetry a custom-built look. Its
Scan to
download app.

iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.

recessed panel is hand-chiseled and hand-finished, making
every leg unique.

new finish

19

LUXE TRANSITIONAL
Patterson Cherry Vintage Pebble Grey with Coconut Patina & Lincoln Maple Canvas with Cinder Glaze

a family hangout. This style often reflects a home’s historical
origin and emphasizes display areas where you can showcase
favorite dishes or sentimental items.

CLASSICALLY

to make a kitchen feel less like a workspace and more like

TRADITIONAL

A balance. Conventional grace and lived-in comfort combine

21

CLASSICALLY TRADITIONAL
Richland Cherry Rye with Onyx Glaze

22

|

Classically Traditional

Vanderbilt Maple Sage with Cocoa Glaze & Mushroom with Cocoa Glaze

23

CLASSICALLY TRADITIONAL

Refined Elegance
Stacked molding and fluted columns add classic
architectural details to a space and integrate adjoining rooms.

Harlowe Maple Onyx & Cardinal with Onyx Glaze

24
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Classically Traditional

Compelling Color
Feature treasured keepsakes or fine art in your home with a lovely
Golden Lager backdrop. Midnight works well alone and also pairs
nicely with contrasting colors.
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CLASSICALLY TRADITIONAL
Cornell Maple Midnight & Cornell Cherry Golden Lager & Contrasting Back Envy

LIGHT &
Neutral colors and streamlined functionality create a comfortable atmosphere
for everyday use and casual get-togethers. You can’t go wrong with this look
that never goes out of style.

TIMELESS

Clean and airy. This sensible style is a great way to transform your home.
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LIGHT & TIMELESS
North Hampton Cherry Vintage Dove White & Burnished Rye
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Light & Timeless

Northbrook White

Lindsay Maple Dove White
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LIGHT & TIMELESS
Garrison Maple Square Mushroom & Sage
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Light & Timeless

Harper Maple Greyloft & Contrasting Back Aegean

31

LIGHT & TIMELESS

The Beauty Within
The Aegean Contrasting Back adds color to a space and allows you
to dramatically display your favorite things.

NATURAL &

WARM

Down-to-earth. Bring the natural beauty of the outdoors inside your
home. Rustic textures, organic elements and old-world accents combine
to create a cozy, casual feel. The informal details create an inviting
atmosphere that instantly puts you at ease.
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NATURAL & WARM
Mandolay Cherry Cognac

34
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Natural & Warm

Lyndale Rustic Cherry Husk & Contrasting Panel Daffodil

new finishes

35

NATURAL & WARM

Grandview Oak Square Rye & Contrasting Panel Aegean

Marquette Cherry Square Vintage Onyx

36
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Natural & Warm

Durango Rustic Maple Distressed Husk & Contrasting Panel Cadet

new finish technique
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new sterling leg

NATURAL & WARM

Durango Rustic Maple Distressed Husk

Grandview Maple Square Midnight & Grandview Cherry Square Sunset

new
A Statement
Part of the Fordham Hardware Collection, this bin pull has a bold
industrial look that blends handsomely with rustic-looking cabinetry.
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Quality

QUALITY

Your cabinetry will live in your home for many years, so you want to make sure it
looks and functions tomorrow as well as it does today. For more than 40 years, KraftMaid
cabinetry has been hand-assembled by skilled craftspeople who use only materials that
meet our high standards. We encourage you to compare our construction and features to
other brands and talk to a designer about the value of KraftMaid.

A S
 olid wood dovetail drawers handle daily use
and heavy loads.

B 1
 /2" I-beam braces keep cabinets square during
shipping and installation.

Edges of our 3/4" solid
wood face frames are
gently sanded to reduce
hand scrapes and improve
finish durability.

Get lasting protection from minor spills and
leaks with the CoreGuard® Sink Base. It’s made
of an engineered polymer that resists damage
and is easy to clean, so your cabinetry stays
beautiful for as long as you own it.

kraftmaid.com/coreguard

C S
 tandard 3/4" full depth shelves handle more
and heavier loads.

39

QUALITY

B

E

A

D 6
 -way adjustable Whisper Touch™ System hinge
provides maximum adjustability and minimum noise.

C

D

Full-extension, undermount soft-close
Whisper Touch System drawer glides allow
you to easily access your entire drawer.

Scan to watch video.

E E
 xclusive 14-step finishing process creates a beautiful look and helps
protect your investment.

kraftmaid.com/durakraft

Super deep top drawer
enables you to store larger items
in the top drawer.

KraftMaid warrants our cabinetry for as long as you own it.
See website for lifetime limited warranty details.

kraftmaid.com/warranty
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Finishes

ins

Sta

Each finish technique adds color and depth to raw
hed

wood, enhancing its natural beauty. Choose from our
palette of hand-crafted finishes that create the look
of fine furniture.
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Finishes
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Click the magnifying glass

FINISHES

icon when you’re online for an
up-close look at our finishes.

kraftmaid.com/finishes
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Finishes

Stains heighten the natural beauty and unique characteristics of wood. Each one of KraftMaid Cabinetry’s many stains is applied and expertly
hand-rubbed into the wood.

Parchment

Natural

Honey Spice

Toffee

Fawn

Golden Lager

Birch, Maple

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Birch, Maple, Oak

Oak

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

new

Marquette Cherry Square Rye

new

Sunset

Husk

Rye

Saddle

Cherry, Hickory

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Chocolate

Autumn Blush

Kaffé

Cabernet

Birch, Cherry

Cherry, Oak

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Oak

Birch, Cherry
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the overall finish color and gives cabinetry a sophisticated
appearance. KraftMaid Cabinetry’s suede topcoat also
provides the same resistance to scuffs, dents, moisture, UV
fade and household chemicals as our standard topcoat.

Praline

Cinnamon

Birch, Hickory, Maple

Birch, Cherry, Maple

Finishes

Suede topcoat, available on Husk and Saddle stains, softens

new

Husk Suede
Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Cognac

Chestnut

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Birch, Maple

new

Saddle Suede
Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Slate

Peppercorn

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Oak
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Finishes

Stains with Glaze bring out the warmth and character of a door. After the base stain, a glaze flood coat is applied to the
entire door. It is then hand-wiped, allowing beautiful glaze color to remain in the recessed and detailed areas of the door.

Marquette Maple Square Ginger with Sable Glaze

Ginger with Sable Glaze

Praline with Onyx Glaze

Cinnamon with Onyx Glaze

Rye with Sable Glaze

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Birch, Hickory, Maple

Birch, Cherry, Maple

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Rye with Onyx Glaze

Chestnut with Onyx Glaze

Chocolate with Mocha Glaze

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Birch, Maple

Oak

Antique Chocolate
with Mocha Glaze
Birch, Cherry

Chocolate with Ebony Glaze

Autumn Blush with Onyx Glaze

Cabernet with Onyx Glaze

Cherry

Cherry, Oak

Birch, Cherry
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a bold statement. Our artisans hand-apply glaze highlights to recessed and detailed
areas of each door, leaving the base stain color on the rest of the door unchanged.

Honey Spice with
Mocha Highlight

Finishes

Highlights, available on two of KraftMaid Cabinetry’s most popular finishes, make

Praline with Mocha Highlight
Maple

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Finish samples. When designing your space,
order a 4" by 3 -1/4" finish sample or 15" by 15" door sample to
see how your favorite finish looks on a specific type of wood.

kraftmaid.com/samples

Knollwood Maple Honey Spice with Mocha Highlight
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Finishes

Burnished finishes create a warm, traditional look by bringing out the fine-furniture details of the cabinetry. An unfinished door is sanded on the
corners and raised areas, and then a dark burnishing stain is carefully applied. Next, random compression marks are made on each door and then
a finish stain is applied and hand-rubbed into the wood. The end result is a custom, one-of-a-kind look.

Marquette Maple Square Burnished Praline

Burnished Ginger

Burnished Golden Lager

Burnished Praline

Birch, Cherry, Maple

Birch, Cherry, Maple

Birch, Hickory, Maple

Burnished Cinnamon

Burnished Rye

Burnished Chestnut

Birch, Cherry, Maple

Birch, Cherry, Maple

Maple

Burnished Chocolate

Burnished Autumn Blush

Burnished Cabernet

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry
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Distressed finishes, available in Husk and Saddle, replicate the look
of reclaimed wood that has been restored and repurposed. Using
multiple techniques, our skilled artisans carefully hand-distress every
door so each one is unique. Next, a dark burnishing stain is carefully
brushed onto corners and select raised areas. Finally, after a stain
is applied and hand-rubbed into the wood, a durable matte Suede
topcoat is used to complete the distressed look.

new

new

Distressed Husk

Distressed Saddle

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

KraftMaid Cabinetry’s 14-step finishing process is applied to all wood doors and
drawer fronts. From the initial sanding to the final finish application, each piece of
cabinetry is made to exact specifications by our skilled craftspeople. The end result is
one of the finest finishes in the industry that brings out the natural beauty of the wood.

kraftmaid.com/finishprocess

Finishes

Putnam Oak Distressed Husk
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Finishes

Paints let you boldly express yourself with rich beautiful color, regardless of your style.*

Dove White

Canvas

Biscotti

Mushroom

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

new

Willow

Pebble Grey

Sage

Greyloft

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

Cardinal

Midnight

Onyx

Maple

Maple

Maple, Oak

Durango Maple Willow

*Natural wood characteristics such as gum pockets, streaks and pin knots may be visible,
particularly with some of our light paints. These characteristics tend to be more pronounced
on the backs of our drawers and doors.
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cabinetry in your space.

new

new

new

new

Daffodil

Daffodil with Cocoa Glaze

Daffodil with Sable Glaze

Daffodil with Onyx Glaze

Envy

Envy with Cocoa Glaze

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

Envy with Sable Glaze

Envy with Onyx Glaze

Aegean

Aegean with Cocoa Glaze

Aegean with Sable Glaze

Aegean with Onyx Glaze

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

new

new

new

new

Cadet

Cadet with Cocoa Glaze

Cadet with Sable Glaze

Cadet with Onyx Glaze

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

Finishes

Accent paints are exclusively for wood inserts, contrasting backs and paneling. They add a splash of color to a room and coordinate with the

50
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Finishes

Paints with Glaze add depth and richness to your favorite door style. We start with rich, beautiful paint and then coat the entire door with a
glaze flood coat which is then hand-wiped, creating a beautiful glaze color in the recessed and detailed areas of the door.*

new

new

Dove White with Cocoa Glaze

Dove White with Cinder Glaze

Canvas with Cocoa Glaze

Canvas with Cinder Glaze

Biscotti with Coconut Glaze

Biscotti with Cocoa Glaze

Maple

Maple

Maple

Maple

Birch, Maple

Maple

new

new

new

Willow with Cinder Glaze

Willow with Cocoa Glaze

Maple

Maple

Maple

Cardinal with Onyx Glaze

Midnight with Onyx Glaze

Maple

Maple

Mushroom with Cinder Glaze

new

Pebble Grey with Coconut Glaze

Pebble Grey with Cocoa Glaze

Maple

Maple

*Natural wood characteristics such as gum pockets, streaks and pin knots may be visible, particularly with some of our light paints. These characteristics tend to be more
pronounced on the backs of our drawers and doors.

Sage with Cocoa Glaze
Maple

51

Finishes

new

Biscotti with Cinder Glaze

Mushroom with Cocoa Glaze

Maple

Maple

Sage with Onyx Glaze

Greyloft with Sable Glaze

Maple

Maple

Astoria Maple Biscotti with Cocoa Glaze
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Finishes

Vintage finishes give the appearance of heirloom cabinetry that has been well loved and used
Marquette Cherry Square Vintage Biscotti

throughout the years. An unfinished cherry door is sanded at the corners and raised areas. After
a coat of paint, the corners and raised areas are sanded again, revealing the perfect hint of
warm cherry.*

Vintage Dove White

Vintage Canvas

Vintage Biscotti

Vintage Mushroom

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

new

Vintage Willow

Vintage Pebble Grey

Vintage Sage

Vintage Greyloft

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Vintage Cardinal

Vintage Midnight

Vintage Onyx

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

*Natural wood characteristics such as gum pockets, streaks and pin knots may be visible, particularly with some of our light paints. These characteristics tend to be more
pronounced on the backs of our drawers and doors.
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areas, and then random compression marks are made to add unique character. After a coat of paint is applied to the entire door and cured,
the corners and detailed areas are sanded again to reveal the cherry wood. Finally, a flood coat of glaze is sprayed and hand-wiped, allowing
beautiful glaze color to remain in the recessed and detailed areas.

new

new

new

Vintage Dove White
with Cocoa Patina

Vintage Dove White
with Cinder Patina

Vintage Canvas
with Cocoa Patina

Vintage Canvas
with Cinder Patina

Vintage Biscotti
with Cocoa Patina

Vintage Biscotti
with Cinder Patina

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

new

new

new

Vintage Willow
with Cocoa Patina

Vintage Mushroom
with Cocoa Patina

Vintage Mushroom
with Cinder Patina

Vintage Willow
with Cinder Patina

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Vintage Sage
with Cocoa Patina

Vintage Sage
with Onyx Patina

Vintage Greyloft
with Sable Patina

Vintage Cardinal
with Onyx Patina

Vintage Midnight
with Onyx Patina

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

new

Vintage Pebble Grey
with Coconut Patina

Vintage Pebble Grey
with Cocoa Patina

Cherry

Cherry

Finishes

Vintage Patina finishes create a dramatic look on beautiful KraftMaid doors. An unfinished cherry door is sanded on the corners and raised
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Finishes

Evana Cream

Thermofoil doors feature a flawless, silky-smooth surface, providing a uniform look from
door to door. Thermofoil laminate is applied with heat and pressure, resulting in a durable,
easy-to-clean door. The face frame is finished to match for a uniform appearance.

White

Cream

Thermofoil

Thermofoil

55

Finishes
Sheridan White
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Doors

Birch is a versatile wood
that can achieve any look –
rustic, casual or refined.

DOORS
Choose from the extensive collection of door styles, from
sleek slab to highly ornate. They’re available in five different
types of wood so you can achieve the look you want.

57

Doors

Cherry has a smooth grain
and unique color that bring a
warm elegance to any room.

Hickory has irregular
natural streaks that add
unique accents and
character to cabinetry.

Order a 15" by 15" door sample to see how a finish will appear on a specific type of wood and door
style. After you place your cabinetry order, you can get a rebate that offsets the door sample cost.
See our website for complete details.

kraftmaid.com/samples

Maple has a smooth,
clean look when stained
and complements light
and airy spaces.

Oak is timeless, blending
beautifully with many
different design styles.
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Doors

Abington

Amhurst

Argonne

Astoria

Avery

Hickory, Oak

Birch, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Belmont Roman

Belmont Square

Bradford

Bridgewater

Bridgewater Cathedral

Hickory, Maple, Oak

Hickory, Maple, Oak

Cherry

Maple

Maple
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Doors

Quartersawn wood is cut through
the rings at close to a 90-degree
angle, creating a tight, straight
and more consistent grain pattern.
Quartersawn wood can be used to
create a variety of looks but tends to
be most utilized in Arts and Crafts as
well as contemporary styles.

Brookfield
Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Brockton

Chadwick

Cornell

Courtney

Quartersawn Cherry, Quartersawn Maple,
Quartersawn Oak

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple
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Doors

Eldridge

Evana

Evana Cathedral

Cherry, Maple

Thermofoil

Thermofoil

Durango

Findlay

Findlay Cathedral

Maple, Oak, Rustic Birch, Rustic Cherry, Rustic Hickory, Rustic Maple

Thermofoil

Thermofoil

Rustic wood usually has a
combination of open knots,
wormholes and mineral
streaks that naturally occur
as a tree grows. Doors
made of rustic wood have
more rugged traits that
lend a casual, lived-in look
to a home.
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Doors

Fox Chase Roman – Full

Fox Chase Roman – Half

Fox Chase Square – Full

Fox Chase Square – Half

Garrison

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry

Cherry, Maple

Glennberry

Grandview Roman – Full

Grandview Roman – Half

Grandview Square – Full

Grandview Square – Half

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Maple, Oak
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Doors

Every door is unique because it has the natural
Hanley Roman

Hanley Square

Harlowe

Maple, Oak

Maple, Oak

Cherry, Maple

characteristics of the tree it’s made from. Go online
to learn more about the distinguishing grain patterns,
pinholes, knots and color variation that give wood
doors their character.

kraftmaid.com/expectations

Harper

Harrington

Cherry, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Maple
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Doors

Jamison

Judson

Kendrick

Knollwood

LaSalle

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Cherry

Lincoln

Lindsay

Lockeford

Lyndale

Mandolay

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple, Rustic Cherry, Rustic Maple

Birch, Cherry, Maple
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Doors

Marquette Roman – Full

Marquette Roman – Half

Marquette Square – Full

Marquette Square – Half

Melrose

Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

Quartersawn Oak

Morristown

Northbrook

North Hampton

Northwicke

Parker House

Quartersawn Oak

Thermofoil

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple
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Doors

Patterson

Polarcrest

Putnam

Richland

Rutherford

Cherry, Maple

Thermofoil

Cherry, Maple, Quartersawn Oak

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple
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Sedona
Birch, Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

kraftmaid.com/doors
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Doors

Seton

Sheridan

Smithton

Cherry, Maple

Thermofoil

Cherry, Maple

Sydney

Tennyson

Vanderbilt

Thermofoil

Cherry, Maple

Cherry, Maple
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glass inserts, ranging from transparent to opaque.
Use these aluminum door frames in combination
with any wood door in KraftMaid Cabinetry’s product
offering to add a decorative element to your space.

new

Melrose Oak Peppercorn & Vetro Satina Glass

Fresco

Vetro

Brushed Aluminum

Brushed Aluminum, Hammered Bronze

Doors

Aluminum door frames are available with select

68
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Inserts

INSERTS

Decorative inserts are available in glass, metal and wood. They also come in a wide
variety of styles that are unique to KraftMaid and designed to blend with the rest of the
products in our offering.
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INSERTS
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Inserts

ne
w
Vintage Chic
The Antique Mirage glass insert looks like vintage mercury glass and creates
a nostalgic look reminiscent of the mid-nineteenth century.

new

Burlap Glass

Palladia Mullion Dove White & Bistro Glass

new

71

INSERTS

Antique Mirage Glass

Chateau Camed Glass & Envy with Onyx Glaze Contrasting Back
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Inserts

new

A Dramatic Contrast
This Canvas wood insert offsets the distinct Onyx finish, creating
a stunning focal point that demands attention in a room.

Forged Metal Insert & Cadet Contrasting Back
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INSERTS

Evansville Mullion Chestnut & Bistro Glass

Vauxhall Glass

Pewter Grille
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Hardware

Hardware

The finishing touch. Decorative hardware plays an important part in the overall look of your new cabinetry. KraftMaid
specially designs decorative hardware to complement the doors, finishes and molding in our product offering.
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and pulls will look on doors and drawers.

kraftmaid.com/hardware

HARDWARE

Use our online tool to see how knobs
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Bath

BATH

Get furniture-quality vanities for your bath with KraftMaid.
They’re available in a wide variety of sizes and styles, and
can be personalized with the same finishes, doors, decorative
hardware and features that are available on our cabinetry.

Use ou

r helpful online tool that walk
s you

throu
gh th
e

five ba

proj
sic step
s of planning your bath
kraftmaid.com/bath

e ct

.
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BATH
Judson Maple Dove White & Siegan Accent Collection
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Bath

Vanity Accent Collections are made up of side accents and skirts that add
subtle architectural details to vanities, wall cabinets, mirrors and more.

Montrose
Lanao
Siegan

Hillsborough

Cologne
Bayshore
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and inspirational bath photos online.

kraftmaid.com/accents

BATH

Get an up-close look at vanity accent collections

Fairfield
Prescott
Weston

Sedona Maple Praline & Montrose Accent Collection
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Bath

A Reflection Of You
This Portrait Framed Mirror is just one of the hundreds of
mirror options available in finishes and styles designed to
complement the rest of your bathroom cabinetry.

Lyndale Maple Praline & Lanao Accent Collection
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BATH

Garrison Cherry Kaffé &
Lanao Accent Collection

Tennyson Maple Canvas with Cocoa Glaze
& Siegan Accent Collection

Knollwood Maple Praline & Weston Accent Collection

Northwicke Cherry Autumn Blush with Onyx Glaze
& Hillsborough Accent Collection
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Storage

Storage
Built-in storage is a must-have when designing your new space. KraftMaid Cabinetry

offers hundreds of storage solutions, so you’re sure to find the right place for everything.

as one of the most compr
ehens
ns
ive lines of storage solutio
t industry. Go online to s
cabine
ee ou
e
h
t
r comple
in
te offering.

Maid h
Kraft

kraftmaid.com/storage
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Storage

Shelf Storage

Island Storage

Appliance Storage
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Storage

Wood Drawer Storage

Wastebasket

Vanity Drawer Storage
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Storage

Spice Storage

Sink Base Storage

Base Mixer Shelf
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Storage

Pots & Pans Storage

Dishware Storage

Corner Storage
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Storage

Functional Beauty
Keep your bath neat and tidy with built-in storage. KraftMaid offers
more than 50 storage solutions specially designed for the bath.

Roll-Out Trays

Cutlery Storage
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Universal Design

UNIVERSAL
DESIGN
Our thoughtfully engineered cabinetry is ideal for universally designed
spaces. It creates a comfortable and accessible living environment that
enhances quality of life for people of all ages and abilities.

Work with a designer who is knowledgeable about
universal design and Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) Accessibility Guidelines. It’s the best way
to ensure that your space improves function and
access for every member of your family.

kraftmaid.com/universaldesign

A  Raised Dishwasher Cabinet
B  Wall Appliance Garage
C  Elevated Toe Kick
D  Base End Open Shelving

Pull-Out Table
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UNIVERSAL DESIGN

B
A

C

D

C

Hanley Maple Square Praline

ask for help … all the tools are
available. Here are a few ideas
of what you can do next.

CONTINUE YOUR

Keep dreaming, start choosing,

JOURNEY

This journey is all about you.

Go to the website to access an abundance
of tools and information as well as to view the
complete KraftMaid product offering.

kraftmaid.com

Talk to a professional designer for help
with everything from properly measuring
your space and designing your cabinetry to
placing your order and scheduling installation.

kraftmaid.com/findaretailer

Like us on Facebook to receive regular tips,
ideas, news and inspiration to help you during
your design journey.

facebook.com/kraftmaidcabinetry
Request a sample to see how your favorite finish,
door style and wood type will look in your home.

Visit the KraftMaid By Design blog for design
trends, project planning ideas, inspirational photos
and much more.

kraftmaid.com/blog

kraftmaid.com/samples
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kraftmaid.com/environment

The possibilities are endless with KraftMaid Cabinetry. Create a personalized
look by choosing every last detail in your space, from the finish color and door
style to storage solutions and more. Inside, you will find a small sample of what
KraftMaid has to offer. To view the extensive selection, please visit our website.

kraftmaid.com

Manufactured by Masco Cabinetry, LLC.
Middlefield, Ohio 44062
A Masco Company, LLC.
© 2013 Masco Cabinetry, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

The photography and color samples shown in this book have been
reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit and are for
representation only. To ensure the highest satisfaction, we strongly
recommend you view an actual product sample prior to ordering cabinetry.
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